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Abstract. When generating local neural network explanations, many
methods remove or obfuscate information at the input and observe the
effect on the neural network output. If the lack of certain information
causes meaningful changes to the output, we assume it was important
and forms part of the explanation for the prediction result. It is not
trivial, however, to decide on a clear definition for the absence of in-
formation. Previous methods have blurred, darkened or added normally
distributed noise to certain portions of the input. In this paper, we pro-
pose using interval bounds as a proxy for uncertainty about, or absence
of, information. Using this insight, we developed RangeGrad, a novel
method for generating saliency maps for neural networks. This method
exploits the relationship between uncertainty on the input with predic-
tion uncertainty. We show that the uncertainty framework produces valid
explanations in line with existing methods.

Keywords: eXplainable Artificial Intelligence · Saliency Maps · Interval
Bound Propagation

1 Introduction

Machine learning is an ever-developing field. These developments, however, often
lead to large and complex models. This is especially the case in the field of
neural networks. At the same time, due to regulatory [4], fairness, and bias
concerns, understanding our models is more important than ever. For this reason,
explainability is gaining attention and importance in recent years.

For neural networks, explainability takes many forms. One of the main qual-
ifiers in the taxonomy of neural network explanation methods is global versus
local explanations. Global explanations provide insight into how the network
generally performs its function, independent of a certain given data point. For
example, Pedapati et al. [10] developed a method to convert a black box model to
a decision tree model without losing much of the original model’s performance,
while this derived model can be interpreted more easily than the original model.
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In contrast to global explanations, the goal of local explanations is to give
insight into a single prediction of the neural network. For example, if the network
classifies a certain image as containing a cat, we would like to know which parts
of the image were important for this prediction. This insight could come in the
form of rules [3,11], dataset examples [8], or saliency maps. The latter is the
subject of this work. With saliency maps, the goal is to identify those input
dimensions which are most critical for a certain prediction of a neural network.
In the example of images, we wish to know which pixels mattered most for the
observed prediction outcome.

There are various ways of defining what makes an input dimension important
for a certain prediction. Here, we use a model based on uncertainty. Intuitively,
if we can be very uncertain about a certain input dimension without a model
gaining much uncertainty about the output, that dimension is less important
for the prediction. If, however, any small uncertainty about an input dimension
introduces large uncertainty about the output, that dimension must be more
important. For example, in image classification, if a pixel value could be any
possible value without having a large effect on the final classification, it was not
important. We then equate uncertainty with intervals on the data. For example,
when evaluating an image, calling a pixel value uncertain means it could be
several steps darker, lighter, or a slightly different color. Guided by this intuition
and definition, we propose RangeGrad. This novel explanation method finds a
correlation between uncertainty at the input and uncertainty at the output of
a neural network through interval-bound propagation. The key insight of this
paper is the assumption of the equality of all following concepts:

– importance of an input
– uncertainty or “lack of information” at the input/output
– interval-bound of an input/output

We will, therefore, use these concepts interchangeably. We then find dimensions
of an input where uncertainty has a large effect on the output uncertainty. We
call these dimensions more important for the prediction.

For the sake of readability and clearer examples, we will mostly be discussing
explanations in the context of image classification models. However, most meth-
ods and theories can be applied to other machine learning settings straight-
forwardly. For example, inputs are not limited to images and the output can
represent any predicted value besides class scores without any changes to the
method.

The organization of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we will review ear-
lier research most similar to ours. Section 3 outlines the formal framework this
paper uses to generate explanations. Next, section 4 describes RangeGrad, our
implementation of the framework, applicable to neural network image classifica-
tion models. In section 5, we apply RangeGrad to different DNN architectures
and compare results to existing and state-of-the-art methods. Next, we perform
various experiments to show the strengths and weaknesses of RangeGrad. The
final section 6 reflects on the results and outlines future possible research topics
that this paper has created.
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2 Related Work

2.1 Saliency Maps

The earliest method for generating saliency map explanations for a single predic-
tion was based on a point gradient [2]. Here, backpropagation is used to compute
the gradient of the output in function of the input. The idea is that we get a
correlation between change at the input and the output. So we can observe which
input dimensions have little effect on the output and are therefore considered less
important. These gradients are crucial for training a neural network. Therefore,
obtaining a sensitivity map in this way is trivial in most Deep Neural Network
(DNN) frameworks. However, as again shown in our experiments, noise is an
issue using this method.

One early method addressing the noise issue is SmoothGrad [16], developed
by Smilkov et al. Instead of only observing the gradients at a single point, ob-
servations are made at multiple samples around the point. These samples are
created by adding normally distributed noise to the input vector and measuring
the gradient at that point. These different measurements can then be combined
to yield a more robust view of the behavior of the network around a given input.

In [18], Sundararajan et al. developed Integrated Gradients (IG). There is a
similarity with SmoothGrad, in that the method aims to take more samples to
eliminate noise in the local gradients. The main difference, however, is the part
of the input space where samples are taken from. SmoothGrad samples from a
normal distribution around the input image, IG samples on the line between the
input image, and a “null” point. The latter point represents the complete lack of
information. In image-based experiments, this is often a black image. This line,
therefore, represents all samples ranging from the input under evaluation to no
input to the network.

Another method for finding important dimensions in the input is Guided
Back-propagation [17,21] (GP). Like other saliency map methods, the goal here
is to find the inputs which contribute most to the output of a neural network.
In this case, this is done by finding those inputs that positively contribute to an
output value. This is done by removing or setting to zero the negative gradients
during the backpropagation.

Selvaraju et al. have proposed Grad-Cam [14], a generalization of Class Ac-
tivation Mapping [22]. Convolutional layers retain spacial information, meaning,
a value in every channel directly relates to a defined region in the input im-
age. This method, therefore, analyses the last convolutional layer in particular.
Through backpropagation, Grad-Cam finds the values in this layer which, for all
channels combined, have a positive gradient with regards to the predicted class
score. That is, those values that increased the score during the forward propaga-
tion. These gradients can then be further back propagated to get a saliency map
for the input. The full procedure is generally referred to as Guided Grad-Cam.

The main difference between existing methods and RangeGrad is the gradient
that is calculated. Existing methods compute a gradient on the input for one or
more samples. This finds the input dimensions which have the strongest impact
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on the output. RangeGrad, however, computes the gradient of an interval on
the input and output. That is, we view an interval as uncertainty or “lack of
information” at the input. Intuitively, when a value has a larger range, there are
more possible values and the uncertainty is greater. We then look for the input
uncertainty that has the largest effect on output uncertainty.

2.2 Interval-Bound Propagation

Our method uses interval-bound propagation to estimate the effect of “lack of
information” at the inputs on the uncertainty of the output of a neural network.
Here, an interval, or range of possible values, is defined in the input space and
propagated through all layers of the network. The interval at the network output
always contains any possible point the network can produce given any input in
the input interval. This idea is commonly used by formal verification methods.
In this field, the ultimate goal is to give formal guarantees on the output of a
neural network given a certain input range. For example, Wang et al. [20] use
such bounds to prove the safety of a neural network under certain conditions. In
this way, it becomes possible to prove that certain behaviors of a neural network
are impossible. The bounds have also been used to improve robustness at the
training stage [19,5]. Here, the aim is to ensure that not only the training samples
are classified correctly, but also the samples which lie close in the input space. As
shown in the cited works, networks trained in this way are usually more resilient
to adversarial attacks.

Modern formal verification and interval-bound propagation methods, such as
[9,13], provide strict bounds for a neural network. RangeGrad does not require
that bounds are strictly lower and upper bounds. There are two important dif-
ferences in the requirements for the bounds used by RangeGrad and those used
in formal verification or robustness training:

1. Our bounds do not need to be strict. That is, even though our method prop-
agates bounds, we do not need a formal guarantee that any input which lies
in the input range is covered by the output range. This stands in contrast
with the formal verification setting, where this property is critical. For our
purposes, we are mainly interested in the relative sizes of the intervals in
each dimension. It is, in our case, preferable to sacrifice bound strictness for
relative accuracy.

2. The functions that transform the input bounds to the output bounds need
to be derivable in our case. This is an important factor in deciding which
bounding method to use. We don’t just want a bound on the output, we
want to know which dimensions at the input have a larger impact on this
bound.
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3 Problem Statement

We want to find the correlation between the inputs and outputs of a deep neural
network. We propose that those inputs where the uncertainty has a larger impact
on the uncertainty of the outputs are more important to the prediction. The
inputs with more correlation to the output are then more important and form
an explanation.

Take a neural classification network f : Rd → RC with d input dimensions
and C output classes. We are interested in a local explanation of the network
around some data point x ∈ Rd. We consider a d-dimensional interval Ir ⊆ Rd

centered around x depending on a range vector r ∈ Rd
+, that is

Ir := [x1 − r1, x1 + r1]× · · · × [xd − rd, xd + rd]

We aim to find an uncertainty function U : Rd
+ → RC

+ such that

Uc(r) = max
p∈Ir

fc(p)− min
p∈Ir

fc(p)

for any class c ∈ {1, . . . , C}; in that case, we call the gradient of the function
Uc(r) our explanation for the class c at the point x:

E(x, c) = ∇Uc(r)

If c = argmaxi∈{1,...,C} fi(x) then E(x, c) corresponds to the explanation for
the prediction of f at the point x since dimensions where this gradient is larger
have a larger impact on the output range of f . In other words, there is a correla-
tion between the uncertainty of x and the uncertainty of fi(x) or the predicted
class. Note that this explanation is of the same dimensionality as input point
x. Therefore, for every dimension in x, there is a measure of importance. This
forms a saliency map in the image classification setting.

In practice, it is infeasible to create this exact uncertainty function for a
neural network, as evidenced by the work done in the formal verification field
(see Section 2.2). However, what is most important to us are relative gradients.
As long as U correlates to the true bound, the explanations generated are valid.
This implies that we could use an approximation Ũ instead of U itself and change
the explanation accordingly

Ũc(r) ≈ max
p∈Ir

fc(p)− min
p∈Ir

fc(p)

Ẽ(x, c) = ∇Ũc(r)

The way to approximate U by some Ũ is considered an implementation
choice. This section is focused on the theory behind the uncertainty framework.
Therefore, the method for computing Ũ in our setting is discussed in section 4.1.
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4 RangeGrad

In this section, we explain the RangeGrad algorithm. The algorithm consists of
the following steps described in detail in the remainder of this section:

– Define an interval around the input sample, indicating the uncertainty added
to each of the input dimensions.

– Forward propagate the bounds, where for each linear part of the neural
network we estimate the bounds after the linear transformation. Since these
bounds are generally too loose, compensate for the loss in bound tightness
before applying any activation functions.

– Take the bounds on the output, and backpropagate the gradient such that
the bound on the value for the predicted class increases. That is, the gradi-
ent related to increasing the uncertainty about the predicted class. As with
existing methods, the bound on the output is taken before any softmax or
similar layers.

– Measure the gradients on the interval added to the input initially. Here larger
values indicate the dimension was more important for creating uncertainty
at the output. We then take these larger values to mean the dimension is
more important for the prediction.

4.1 Interval Bound Propagation

To implement an uncertainty function we first define a way to generate true
lower and upper bounds. For this, we need an upper and lower bound for each
neuron in the network. This can be done by correctly rewiring the connections
in the network. An example is shown in figure 1. When a neuron is weighted
by a positive weight, the upper bound of that neuron affects the upper bound
of a neuron in the next layer. For negative weights, the lower bound is used to
compute the upper bound for a neuron in the next layer. It is clear that this
process is not computationally expensive. Propagating bounds (together with the
center value) in this manner has the same cost as propagating a single sample 3
times.

Using the neuron model, lower and upper bound layers can be developed for
many common layer types such as linear and convolutional layers. Also, a sum
of two signals as is needed for residual neural networks [6] can be implemented
using this procedure. Monotonic layers such as max-pool, avg-pool, dropout,
and normalization layers can simply be applied to the lower bound and upper
bound separately. Many functions such as softmax can also be converted into a
bounded equivalent. However, as with existing methods, during the RangeGrad
backpropagation, the output gradient is applied to the final output before the
softmax layer.
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Fig. 1. This figure shows an example of part of a network layer (Original) rewired for
lower and upper bounds respectively. In this example wi

1,1, w
i
i,2 > 0 and wi

1,3 < 0. Note
the impact of the sign of the weight on which bound (lower or upper) of the earlier
neuron is used. Using these rewired networks, forward and backward propagation can
be done as if they were regular neural networks.

Using the notation common for a neural network layer, bounds are propa-
gated through a layer as follows:

yi = W i ∗ xi + bi

yi = W i
+ ∗ xi +W i

− ∗ xi +bi

yi = W i
+ ∗ xi +W i

− ∗ xi +bi

xi+1 = φ
(
yi
)

xi+1 = φ
(
yi
)

xi+1 = φ
(
yi
)

Where

– W i
+ and W i

− are the positive and negative weights of layer i respectively.
– bi is the bias term of the layer.
– φ is any monotonic activation function. A non-monotonic activation function

can be used but is outside of the scope of this work. In short, it introduces
extra computation but no fundamental changes to RangeGrad are needed.

– xi and xi are respectively the lower and upper bound for the output of f at
the i-th layer. In particular x0 := x− r and x0 := x+ r.

– yi and yi are the bounds for the neurons before the application of the acti-
vation function φ.
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Using this expression, we can replace each linear transformation in the neural
network.

4.2 Rescaling

This way of propagating bounds provides true lower and upper bounds. However,
the bounds are not tight. There is a single and clear cause for this; neuron value
dependencies. That is, when we combine values of previous neurons, for example
in a sum, we compute the minimum output by summing the minima of both.
For example, figure 2 shows a small network where we know the output range
should be [0, 0], but the described procedure will bound the output as [−1, 1].
This is because the bounding method completely omits any dependence between
the neurons. Whenever two dependent neurons are combined, our bound will
loosen.

As a practical example, when the input interval is an image where every
pixel can be 1/256 brighter or darker, the output interval is problematically
loose. Even using such a small input interval, the output bounds often enclose
every output the network generates on any sample in the dataset. We have stated
before that the bounds can be approximate, however, the ranges need to cover a
functional part of the network. That is, in every layer i, the lower (xi) and upper
(xi) bounds need to be close enough to the true sample (xi) to be meaningful.

As mentioned in section 2, computing a tighter true bound introduces sev-
eral issues, such as non-derivability and expensive computation. Therefore, we
propose a scaling factor to compensate for the loss of meaning due to bound
approximation error:

yi
λ
= λ ∗ yi +(1− λ) ∗ yi

yi
λ = λ ∗ yi +(1− λ) ∗ yi

xi+1 = φ
(
yi
λ

)
xi+1 = φ

(
yi
λ

)

x[0, 1]

[0, 1]∑
φ

[0, 1]

∑
φ

∑
φ [−1, 1]

1

1

−1

1

Fig. 2. This figure shows an example of how dependent neurons in earlier layers can
cause the bounds to loosen in subsequent layers. Assume no other neurons are connected
to the ones shown and φ := Relu, it is clear the output range should be [0, 0] instead
of [−1, 1].
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Note that the lower and upper bounds are always scaled relative to yi. This
ensures our bounds undergo similar non-linearities of the network as x during
the forward propagation.

There are numerous ways to set this λ. It can be set as a constant, that is, in
every layer, the bounds are scaled by the same relative amount. The main pur-
pose of scaling, however, is to mitigate the effects of dependent values. Therefore,
a constant λ can be used when each layer contains the same relative dependency
between neurons. However, we cannot make this assumption for an arbitrary
neural network.

In our experiments, we used a dynamic scaling method, producing a different
λ for every layer. The metric used for scaling is:

λ = sup{µ : dimyi − (sign yi
µ
)⊺(sign yi

µ) ≤ 2k dimyi}

with dimyi the number of neurons in layer i. This method does this in such a way
that there are only k dimyi neurons for which the lower bound lies below 0 and
the upper bound lies above 0. Most activation functions change the most around
an input of 0 and display the least linear behavior in that region. Therefore this
scaling method ensures that some but not too many of the dimension bounds
enclose regions with this behavior in the activation functions.

This scaling method introduces a parameter k. In our experiments we set
k = 1

C . However, in the experiments, we show that the explanations are not
sensitive to this value. That is, explanations change little under different values
for k.

Besides scaling the data in the propagation steps, we can use this same k
value to set the range vector r on the input data point. That is, we set r to be
the largest value for which the data does not need to be scaled in the first layer.

5 Experiments

In this section, we do 4 types of experiments. First, we compare RangeGrad
to existing saliency map methods. Here, we show that even though RangeGrad
uses fundamentally different assumptions, explanations fall in line with those
from existing methods, with notable differences. The similarities and differences
are best illustrated with these real-world data experiments. For this reason,
with the space limitation in mind, we do not include numerical experiments
and experiments with other data types. Moreover, the former is non-trivial as
illustrated by the lack of such experiments in saliency map papers such as [16].
Secondly, we study the sensitivity of the scaling parameter k. We show that this
parameter is not sensitive, and saliency maps change little under different values
of k. In the third experiment, we observe that RangeGrad explanations lose
quality when applied to deeper neural networks. Finally, we apply some sanity
checks to RangeGrad to ensure the resulting explanations are not meaningless.
Note that most saliency map figures are better visible in full color.

All code needed to run these experiments or develop further bounding layers
can be found at https://github.com/SamPinxteren/RangeGrad.

https://github.com/SamPinxteren/RangeGrad
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Original Gradient SmoothGrad Grad-Cam RangeGrad

Fig. 3. A set of images from ImageNet classified correctly using VGG19. We show a
comparison of explanations by simple gradients, SmoothGrad, Grad-Cam and Range-
Grad. No filtering or post-processing was applied to any of the explanations.

5.1 Method Comparison

First, we compare RangeGrad explanations or saliency maps to those of existing
methods. Here, we use the VGG19 [15] neural network. The model was trained
on the ImageNet [12] dataset. Figure 3 shows a comparison of RangeGrad to the
simple gradient (baseline), SmoothGrad, and Grad-Cam. No post-processing was
applied to the saliency maps, what is shown is the output of each method, linearly
scaled such that the lowest value is white and the highest is red. In the related
work, we have also discussed guided backpropagation and integrated gradients.
Given the limited space, we do not include these methods here. Grad-Cam al-
ready uses guided backpropagation and SmoothGrad is similar in principle to
integrated gradients.

It is common for filters to be applied to the output of explanation methods.
This is because, in many cases, the explanations generated are often focused
mainly on a few pixels. When applying smoothing or blurring to these saliency
maps, larger sensible regions of an image are marked. During this process, how-
ever, a lot of the detail in the explanation is lost. With RangeGrad, there is no
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Table 1. This table shows run times (in seconds) for different methods and samples.
These results were obtained using the VGG19 network on a CPU-only system. The
times are mostly explained by how many samples (or sample-equivalent operations)
each method needs to propagate forward and backward through the neural network.

Gradient SmoothGrad Grad-Cam RangeGrad

Forward Propagations 1 35 ≈ 1 3
Backward Propagations 1 35 ≈ 1 2

Weimaraner (Dog) 2.16 40.70 1.48 4.48
Red Fox 1.35 28.31 1.06 3.07

Parachute 2.96 45.44 2.30 9.02
Radio Telescope 5.73 242.98 5.45 18.63

need for this type of post-processing. As is the case with Grad-Cam, larger areas
of importance are marked. However, in comparison to Grad-Cam, the areas are
also much more detailed. RangeGrad clearly shows the boundaries between re-
gions of larger and smaller importance. For example, on the RangeGrad saliency
map of the dog image in figure 3 the edges of the dog can more clearly be seen.
In the example of the red fox, far more of the body can be seen in the saliency
map.

Table 1 shows the run times of the different methods. We have also added
the number of forward and backward propagation steps each method requires.
These values explain most of the differences in run times. Note the 3 forward
propagation steps RangeGrad needs. This consists of two passes for the bounds,
and one for the center. During backpropagation, only the bounds are propagated.
This means taking two backpropagation steps. RangeGrad is, therefore, in terms
of run times, in line with other non-sampling-based methods. We conclude that
RangeGrad run times are not prohibitive. For example, it takes more time to
train a DNN than to generate a saliency map for every sample in the used
dataset.

5.2 Scaling Factor Impact

In this section, we investigate the impact of the scaling factor on the explanation
results. Figure 4 shows the resulting explanation under various scale factors.

The main finding is that the method is not too overly sensitive to this pa-
rameter. That is, it is not difficult to set a scaling factor that generates sensible
results. Moreover, explanations do not change much for all scaling factors in
the interval k ∈ [0.01%, 5%]. Note that in all other experiments we are using
k = 1

C = 0.001. This insensitivity is important since it avoids selecting a k that
works for a few observed samples but generates unusable or non-sensible expla-
nations for others. It is clear, however, that at high factors the explanation does
not relate in any way to the input image or the predicted class. This is to be
expected since, at these levels, we are exploring regions of the network which
are not in any way related to the class. That as an example a network using
ReLU activation functions. In that case, within the bounds, some neurons are
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Original k = 0.01% k = 1%

k = 10% k = 20% k = 80%

Fig. 4. This figure shows the impact of the scaling factor on the saliency map. The
percentages indicate the maximum allowed number of non-linear activations for any
layer. In other words, how many dimensions are allowed to have a minimum below 0
and a maximum above 0 before the activation function. It is clear that the explanations
change little for any k ∈ [0.01%, 5%]. Note, for all other experiments k = 0.1% is used.

activated or deactivated which normally would never do so under any sample of
the given class.

5.3 Performance on Deeper Networks

As was described earlier in section 4.1, our uncertainty function is an approxi-
mation. While propagating bounds through any layer, the size of the bounds is
influenced by two factors:

1. The underlying true minimum and maximum. This is the factor we are
interested in. This factor leads to usable explanations under our model and
assumptions.

2. The omitted dependency between neurons. This factor will increase the
bounds for the value of a neuron more when the value of the neurons it
depends on are more correlated. That means, using our method, we are par-
tially measuring which nodes are more dependent. We do not expect this to
increase the quality of the explanations.

With more layers, the signal of the first factor can get lost in the noise of the
second. We, therefore, expect the method to perform worse when used with very
deep networks.

We show several examples in figure 5. These explanations are generated for
Densenet121, a 121-layer image classification network. These results show that
RangeGrad explanations are far less focused on the subject of the image. One
could argue that this is because these deeper networks are inherently more com-
plex. The context around the subject may be taken into account more than for
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Original Gradient SmoothGrad Grad-Cam RangeGrad

Fig. 5. A set of images from ImageNet classified correctly using DenseNet121 [7]. We
show a comparison of explanations by simple gradients, SmoothGrad, Grad-Cam and
RangeGrad. No filtering or post-processing was applied to any of the results. It is clear
that performance is degraded when compared to results on the VGG19 network.

more shallow neural networks. However, we can see a clear deviation between
the explanations of RangeGrad and SmoothGrad. Since the latter uses a sam-
pling method, the neuron-neuron dependencies are inherently accounted for. If
the background was truly more important for these deeper networks, we would
expect this signal to show up in the saliency maps of the other networks.

The relevant parts of the image are still marked in the saliency map of a 121-
layer network. However, this is the deepest network this version of the method
should be applied to. The signal-to-noise ratio gradually degrades when adding
more layers.

5.4 Sanity Checks

It is hard to numerically assess the quality of an explanation. Moreover, hu-
mans are not always accurate in their visual assessment of these methods. To
address this issue, Adebayo et al.[1] propose certain sanity checks to perform on
explainability methods. These checks do not prove that an explanation is valid,
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but failing these checks implies that an explanation is guided more by network
architecture or other factors. Since the assumption is that an explanation should
be guided by network training and sensible training data, eliminating these two
factors should yield no sensible explanation. Moreover, we expect the generated
saliency maps to change significantly when these factors are removed.

Original Gradient SmoothGrad Grad-Cam RangeGrad
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Fig. 6. This figure shows simple gradient, SmoothGrad, Grad-Cam and RangeGrad
explanations for a trained and untrained VGG19 network. To clearly show which parts
are marked as important, the saliency maps are used to decide transparency in the
images. When a pixel is more important for the prediction, it has the original color.
Less important pixels are turned white. It is clear that RangeGrad, like other methods,
clearly marks important regions for a trained network. However, no clear preference
for these regions is shown when explaining an untrained network.
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Figure 6 shows the explanations for a trained and untrained VGG19 network.
Both the trained and random networks follow the VGG19 architecture, so the
only difference is the set of network weights. In these images, we have used the
saliency maps as transparency layers. That is, a pixel is closer to the true color
when it was important and more white if it was less important. These results
show that RangeGrad falls in line with other methods. Some details are still
marked as more important than others, but this is largely due to network archi-
tecture and is true for all methods. Convolutional layers, even when untrained,
often function as edge detectors. It can be seen that the explanations of a trained
network largely focus on the subject. Explanations of the randomized network,
however, mark every part of the input as equally important. In all cases, the
background is marked as far more important as compared to the trained net-
work results. These results show us we should not reject RangeGrad for being a
simple edge detector.

6 Conclusion

We have shown that interval bounds are useful to obscure information from a
neural network, effectively conveying uncertainty as larger bounds. With this in-
sight, we were able to explore the relationship between uncertain inputs and pre-
diction uncertainty. We showed that this model leads to explanations in line with,
or in certain aspects better than, current gradient-based methods and principles.
Moreover, sensible saliency maps are generated when applying RangeGrad.

We have seen that correlated dimensions in the hidden layers degrade the
performance of deeper neural networks. Since there is a trend towards networks
with many hidden layers, the method would be more future-proof if this degra-
dation can be countered. We propose to focus on more complex and accurate
uncertainty functions, possibly leading to improved results in the future.

This work has also opened the way to explore the newly proposed theoreti-
cal “explanation through uncertainty” framework in other fields. Any model for
which a derivable uncertainty (or bound) function can be generated could be
explainable using these principles.
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